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Drawing upon over 40 years of experience, the authors of Statistics, 10th EditionÂ provide business

professionals with a clear and methodical approach to essential statistical procedures. The text

clearly explains the basic concepts and procedures of descriptive and inferential statistical analysis.

It features an emphasis on expressions involving sums of squares and degrees of freedom as well

as a strong stress on the importance of variability. This accessible approach will help business

professionals tackle such perennially mystifying topics as the standard deviation, variance

interpretation of the correlation coefficient, hypothesis tests, degrees of freedom, p-values, and

estimates of effect size.
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I got a 99/100 in my first stats class spring 2015, but since I transferred with more credits than the

maximum my new school would accept, I would be required to re-take one class. Since stats was so

easy for me and I had just finished previous class 2 months before I decided to repeat it. This is the

book required for the new class. IT could NOT be written in a more complicated, comvoluted

disorganized fashion if they tried. Its absolutely impossible to decipher. I understand statistics

completely and I still can't figure out what they're trying to say. The fact the text constantly puts

"figures" (ALL of the possible calculations that can be done for a specific scenerio on a single page)

on different pages than the explanations that refer- not to specific lines in the calculation- but just to

the "figure," makes it worse.I have never been in a classroom where so many of the students were



completely lost. In fact, they go to the tutoring center and the tutors have no idea what the book is

trying to say. If you have a good professor, the fact the book is a mess won't matter- but if you get

stuck with a guy who reads the book to you- you're in deep doggie-doo with this as your only

reference. Its so bad, I'm using my text book from the last class and running a stats clinic after class

to help my classmates understand - but I can't help them understand this book. I only open it for the

homework questions- otherwise its worse than worthless- throw it out and get yourself a better book.

This author breaks down statistics Barney style for less than enthusiastic folks such as myself. He

inserts various characters with helpful hints and knowledge to assist in areas that are commonly

misunderstood. He further attempts to brighten up the monotony that is painfully mind numbing in

nearly every math book by inserting personal experiences, cat jokes, sex, drugs, and rock n roll.

This is the third edition of the stats textbook and although not much has been altered it explains the

subject in a really helpful way. Makes the subject a lot easier to understand

This book has NO explanation for anything, it was a requirement for my statistics class and I needed

to buy a reference book to understand the concepts.

Arrived on time and it the condition as described. Would recommend to others.
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